
Today's Top Stories 
1. Wells Fargo, Netscape join Phish Report Network 
2. Bugs bite three major browsers 
3. MS offers free OneCare to some beta testers 
4. Security breaches prove costly 
5. Microsoft adds support for IE 7 Beta 

 
Also noted: With VPro, Intel stresses security 
 
Wells Fargo, Netscape join Phish Report Network 
Wells Fargo and AOL's Netscape portal are becoming partners of Symantec's Phish 
Report Network, which the security software vendor got as part of its purchase of 
WholeSecurity in September 2005. In addition, Symantec has redesigned the 
antiphishing service's Web site, which it will relaunch on Monday. The network's 
founding members are Microsoft, eBay, and Visa International. The effort is part of 
a growing response to online identity theft that includes an increasing number of 
antiphishing sites, services, and software. 
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2006/042506-wells-fargo-aol-symantec-
phishing.html 
 
Bugs bite IE browser 
Secunia, a security monitoring company, claims that a flaw in Microsoft's Internet 
Explorer could make a Windows computer vulnerable to hijacking. The problem, 
which results from an error in IE's handling of HTML tags, was characterized as 
"highly critical." A hacker could exploit the vulnerability to build a malicious Web 
site or execute arbitrary code. Though Microsoft says it is looking into the problem, 
it also is poo-pooing its seriousness. The news follows Secunia's finding of security 
holes in Firefox and Apple Computer's Safari. 
http://news.com.com/Bugs+bite+into+popular+browsers/2100-1002_3-
6065048.html 
 
Security breaches prove costly 
According to a study by PricewaterhouseCoopers, IT security breaches are costing 
British firms the equivalent of $18 billion a year, give or take. That's a 50 percent 
increase from two years ago - despite implementation of more stringent security 
measures. That number does not bode well for companies that think they are state 
of the art against computer viruses, spyware, intrusions, and equipment theft. Most 
of the loss came from disruption to business. Among the findings: one in five 
corporations left their wireless network unprotected, and one in four did not have 
up-to-date spyware protection installed. 
http://www.nytimes.com/reuters/technology/tech-crime-britain-technology.html 
 



Bull's eye 
Microsoft's will support its just-shipped Internet Explorer 7 Beta 2 with regular 
security updates, a change from earlier versions. Users had been puzzled when in 
early April Microsoft released its monthly security updates, with a patch for 10 
vulnerabilities for earlier IE versions, but didn't specify any for IE 7 Beta 2, which 
was still in preview. IE 7 will go to Beta 3 before going through "Release Candidate" 
trials, said Gary Schare, Microsoft's director of product management for IE. IE 7's 
security improvements include protection against malicious software and phishing 
scams. 
http://www.techweb.com/wire/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=186700665 
 
Today's spotlight . . . With VPro, Intel puts stress on security. 
Though the new VPro chip suite won't hit the market at least until the fall, Intel is 
already talking up the product as an energy-efficient platform for business desktops. 
But what could really lower the cost of ownership is the system's ability to 
segregate security operations and operating system. The strategy is winning the 
approval of industry heavyweights such as Symantec. By putting security in a 
virtually sealed environment, Intel could just put the kibosh on hackers and make 
its new chips worth the wait. 
http://news.com.com/Intels+VPro+to+boost+security/2100-7355_3-6064609.html 
Track ID thieves: http://www.forbes.com/columnists/forbes/2006/0508/126.html 
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